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“Tomorrow's truth builds on yesterday's error.”
                                             Antoine de Saint Exupéry

Please send your questions, remarks, suggestions or congratulations concerning this document or the Air Postal game, to the following email address:

contact@platypusgame.com

The errata in this list are sorted by context : Core Box, Ad Austral Expension or Stretch Goals Kickstarter. 
Their impact, if any, on the course of a game is identified as follows:   

=  => no impact
!  => may have an impact

INFO  => information only, no patch required.

Banknotes
= Banknotes There are 70 banknotes in total in the box (not 100 as indicated in the rule), distributed as follows:
= 5 000 $ x 20 banknotes
= 10 000 $ x 20 banknotes (not 30 as shown in the rulebook)
= 20 000 $ x 20 banknotes (not 30 as shown in the rulebook)
= 50 000 $ x 10 banknotes (not 20 as shown in the rulebook)

AIRCRAFT cards
! Bleriot 5190 This aircraft is a "SEAPLANE" (and not a "LAND PLANE" as shown on the card). Correct info on NOTAM game aid.
= Douglas World Cruiser The price indicated on the NOTAM game aid is incorrect: the correct price is $50,000 (not $5,000). Correct value on card.
= Farman F.192 n°4 Lena Bernstein The range value on the NOTAM game aid is incorrect: the value is 8 (not 7). Correct value on card.
! Junkers 52 This aircraft is of the type "3 ENGINES or more" (not "SINGLE ENGINE" as shown on the map). Correct info on NOTAM game aid.
= Lockheed Vega 5 Winnie Mae Typo on the card in the aircraft's name: WINNIE MAE (not WINNIE MAY). The "FLOAT" picto is missing on the NOTAM game aid.
! Postjager This aircraft is of the type "3 ENGINES or more" (not "SINGLE ENGINE" as shown on the map). Correct info on NOTAM game aid.
! Potez 25 The CARGO value is 3 (not 1 as shown on the aircraft card). The value is correct on the NOTAM game aid.

DIPLOMACY cards
= Henri de La Vaulx Typo in the character's name: DE LA VAULX (not DE VAULX)

OBJECTIVE cards
= Europe There are 10 "OBJECTIVE/EU" cards in the box (not 12 as mentioned in the rule).
= Total There are 79 "OBJECTIVE" cards in the box (not 81 as mentioned in the rule), distributed as follows:

INFO Asia 12 x "OBJECTIVE/AS" (Asia)
INFO Africa 12 x "OBJECTIVE/AF" (Africa)

= Europe 10 x "OBJECTIVE/EU" (Europe)
INFO North America 12 x "OBJECTIVE/NA" (North America)
INFO South America 12 x "OBJECTIVE/SA" (South America)

PILOT cards
= Howard Hughes Typo in the name on the card: the correct name is HUGHES (and not HUGUES).
= Günther von Hünefeld Typo in the name on the card: the correct name is VON HÜNEFELD (not HONEFELD).

INFO Joaquin Loriga His full name is Joaquin Loriga Taboada
INFO Polina Osipenko Her full name is Polina Denisovna Osipenko

SETUP cards
There are 4 setup cards in the core box (not 5 as mentioned in the rulebook): "Aeromaritime", "Air Orient", "American Overseas" and "Transcontinental Air Transport".
Typo in the name of G. von Hünefeld, which is mistakenly written F. Hünenfeld

CREW cards
= There are 19 CREW cards in the box (not 20 as mentioned in the rulebook), distributed as follows:

INFO 4 x COPILOT cards
INFO 4 copies of each FLIGHT ENGINEER, NAVIGATOR and RADIO card, for a total of 12 cards.

= 1 copy of each FUEL EXPERT, METEOROLOGIST and VETERAN card, for a total of 3 cards (not 4 as stated in the rules).

Glory tokens

INFO "Glorious Death"
These tokens materialize the awarding of 3 glory points in the event of a CRASH. The player who suffers a CRASH takes a "Glorious Death" token, but does not advance his counter on the score 
track, as his +3 points will be taken into account in the final score. If there was a VIP on board the plane, the player advances his counter on the score track by +2 points at the time of the CRASH.

INFO "Reprimand"
The player who suffers an INCIDENT takes the number of "Reprimand" tokens corresponding to the penalty received (equal to the aircraft's technological level). The player does not move his 
counter back on the score track. The penalty will be taken into account when determining the final score.

Rulebook
INFO Page 8 There's an error in the example of the flight of the red plane from Berlin to Moscow: the total is -3 FUEL (not -4 FUEL). 

OBJECTIVE cards
= Oceania There are 10 "OBJECTIVE/OC" cards in the box (and not 12 as mentioned in the rules). 

PILOT cards
INFO As mentioned in the rules, this expansion features 6 new pilots. There are 2 pilots per card, so 3 new PILOT cards in the box.

Board
= AUSTRAL / AEROPOSTALE The "Yellow dice" pictogram corresponding to SEVERE TURBULENCE is incorrect: the -1 FUEL penalty does not apply in this case. The information on the yellow dice is correct.

Box (lid)
= Number of players Typo in the number of players indicated on the sides of the box lid: the correct number is 1 to 5 (not 2 to 4).

GREAT OBJECTIVE cards

INFO Total The 10 "GREAT OBJECTIVES" cards supplied in the KS pack are: "Det Norske Luftfartselskap", "Imperial Airways", "Eastern Airlines", "Pan American Airways", "Transcontinental Air Transport", 
"Air Orient", "Aeromaritime", "American Overseas Airlines", "Ansett Airways" and "Aéropostale".

= "Ansett Airways" card Typo in the name SINGAPORE (missing the E)

CREW cards 
(BASIC/STANDARD/EXPERT)

Air Postal - Ad Austral expansion

Pack KS (Kickstarter Stretch Goals)

This document contains the current (please refer to the issue number and publication date above) list of corrections to the base box, Ad Austral extension and Stretch Goals KS components. 
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